PRECISION-MADE
SOLID CLAY BLOCK
CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS

POROTHERM

Wienerberger – leading the way
Founded in 1819, Wienerberger has grown into
the no’ 1 provider of clay wall, roof and landscaping
solutions with a world-class global reach. With 246
plants in 30 countries - Wienerberger leads the way
in new build and renovation markets, offering more
than 1,000 products encompassing the complete
building envelope.
‘Our product innovation is measured against three
key benchmarks: quality of construction, perfection
in performance and, increasingly, sustainability. All
three are built in to every aspect of the POROTHERM
clay block walling system’.
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The Wienerberger Sustainability Story – we
take the long term view…
‘We strive to
maximise
sustainability
without
compromising the
performance of our
products – it’s
central to
our output
worldwide.’
The Wienerberger
contribution:

Wienerberger’s clay block walling system helps
secure Code Level 4 for housing
trust development. Part of the Wienerberger
sustainability story.
* Applies to clay block manufacturing
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Sustainability is at the heart of all Wienerberger’s operations.
Wienerberger’s innovative products and system solutions for
blocks meet the wide variety of challenges presented by modern,
sustainable construction. As a recyclable product made of clay and
based on its long service life of up to 150 years, the brick – whether
in the form of clay blocks, roof tiles or facing bricks – meets today’s
demands for ecological, economic and social sustainability like no
other building product. In the area of energy efficiency and climate
protection, Wienerberger’s high thermal insulating clay blocks help
building users to reduce energy costs and CO2 emissions.
By taking the ‘Fabric First’ approach, complete
housing concepts also optimize energy efficiency
over the entire product life cycle. One of the
range, the LR42 thermal insulating clay blocks
filled with mineral wool or perlite, already meets
all EU requirements for 2020.
The high accumulation capacity of clay block
walls keeps rooms cool in the summer and
pleasantly warm in the winter. The bricks attain
excellent values for interior air quality and a

healthy room climate, to create lasting value
in the form of high-quality, healthy homes.
Wienerberger products provide high protection
against fire and earthquakes. In order to combine
maximum quality and affordability, efforts are
continuously made to improve the economy of
the clay block walling systems, to reduce laying
time and simplify construction with product
innovation and research and development.

The POROTHERM performance
• Up to 30% MARSS (materials from alternative, recycled and
secondary sources)
• Low embodied energy
• Re-usable as hard core at end of life
• – 150+ years
• 95% less water use
• Minimal waste during use
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POROTHERM
IN
brief

POROTHERM is a
clay block walling
system – ideal for
NZ construction
needs:
Entry level & High End
Residential
Multi-level Apartments
Inter-tenancy walls
Schools & Government
Buildings
Retirement Villages
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It’s extremely fast, dry, safe and simple to use,
immensely strong.
The heart of the system and the secret of its speed and efficiency – is the precision-engineered clay
block. A unique interlocking design rules out the need for mortar in the vertical joints and consistent
manufacturing quality allows for true 1mm bed joints. Used successfully for decades across Europe,
and now well-established as a building solution for NZ working conditions, POROTHERM can be used
in load-bearing and non load-bearing applications and is ideal for:
• Entry level & high End Residential Housing

• Schools & Government Buildings

• Multi-Level Apartments

• Retirement Villages

• Inter-tenancy Walls
With its lean laying process and rapid daily output, POROTHERM brings cost and time saving benefits
throughout the build while its thermal and acoustic efficiencies bring further advantages for decades
to follow – the design life for a POROTHERM wall is over 150 years. The finished wall m2 build cost of
POROTHERM is highly competitive with a 140mm timber frame construction wall with brick veneer
cladding - this is a finished wall area only. The long term running cost of a POROTHERM building, heating/
cooling and maintenance is minimal and will provide significant cost savings for many generations.

Successful
& sustainable.

Approved & supported

Why choose clay blocks?

POROTHERM is produced by WIENERBERGER,
France - the world’s market leader in clay
technology and has been used successfully for
over 45 years. POROTHERM blocks comply with
BS EN 771-1:2011, carry a CE Mark, and can be
used in masonry designed in accordance with
Eurocode 6. Use of the POROTHERM system
is supported by a technical report and design
guidance publication by Lucideon, formally
known as Ceram Research Ltd. Wienerberger
accreditations and labels also include:

Used for thousands of years in construction
worldwide, clay remains the most sustainable
solution for modern buildings. Its natural
properties means that it provides complete,
long term sustainability, not only offering
increasingly sophisticated low-carbon product
manufacture, but giving a building life of over
150 years with little or no maintenance. Strong
and durable, yet lighter and often less of a strain
to work with than many of the alternatives, clay
has built-in sound and temperature-control
benefits wherever it’s used – creating the ideal
internal living environment. From sustainability
credentials and build quality to the ease of use
on-site, clay is a material equipped to meet every
demand of modern construction.

• AFNOR CERTIFICATION – NF validation
approved quality management systems
• CSTBat – French NF norm for performance
standard
• EX SENTINEL-HAUS for interior air quality
• EMISSIONS DANS L’AIR INTERIEUR – for
volatile substances in Indoor Air
• CELL ZONE VERTE – an even more
demanding guarantee for indoor
air quality, ventilation and material
composition
• AVEC LA TERRE CUITE – no development
of mould
• FDES – high quality environmental
standard
• NATUREPLUS – respect for saving nonrenewable resources
• QUALITEL – acoustic and thermal
certificate for lower energy & maintenance
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POROTHERM
IN
DEPTH

The list of key
benefits for
POROTHERM is
a long one, and
together they
form a compelling
argument for
making it your quick,
cost-effective, highly
sustainable choice.

Faster
• With no mortar needed in vertical joints
and a minimal 1mm bed joint, the
POROTHERM system rises rapidly. An
average of 30-40m2 per man per day
is easily achievable, much faster than
traditional masonry

• POROTHERM is kiln fired to 1200 degrees C

• The POROTHERM system is capable of
being built to storey height in a day

• The system takes less time to achieve a
watertight shell

• Floors can be placed without the need
for normal backing up so the external
envelope can be completed more quickly

• The building is dry in construction. No
drying time is required to dry as with
concrete masonry

• While matching masonry structures
for
fire-resistance,
longevity
and
sustainability, POROTHERM can be even
faster than timber frame in construction
– with the added benefit of allowing
contractors for internal and external
trades earlier in the build timeline
• POROTHERM’S specialist ZeroPlus mortar
can be used from 0°C and above, meaning
that the projects can gain days/weeks
extra in working time during winter

Clearview Homes (U.K) specifies POROTHERM
for second residential apartment scheme due
to speed.
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Dryer
• In comparison to traditional blockwork,
POROTHERM uses around 95% less water.
In a typical 212m2 building, concrete
blocks will consume 1060 litres of water
compared to just 58 litres for POROTHERM

Safer
• No fire risk - during & after construction,
reducing insurance premiums
• No protective clothing or special handling
requirements as recommended by BRANZ
when working with tanalised timber

More Efficient
• Thermally efficient in helping to regulate
variations in temperature; air-tightness is
maximised with a lime plaster or mineral
paint system for interior & exterior walls
• Acoustically efficient

• No special requirements for waste material
in landfill - POROTHERM can be crushed
and returned safely to the land

• Fire resistance is outstanding –
POROTHERM achieves a Class A1 rating for
a 100mm wall

• Precision engineering means no sharp
corners, reducing the risk of cuts

• Breathable – assists in regulating humidity

• DryFix mortar is applied with a roller,
reducing dermatological risk
• The bed joint mix is mixed locally to the
workplace, which means a reduction in
forklift movements, less plant/pedestrian
contact and no need for noisy cement
mixers

Stronger
• POROTHERM Clay Block seismic efficiency
is reflected in its compressive strength,
block-to-block surface area and engineerdesigned integral reinforced concrete
column. Average compressive strength of
9 N/mm2 over the Stellaria core range.

• No moisture shrinkage – no disruption
to finishes, fewer movement joints
(expansion joints only required at 20 metre
centres) and reduced risk of cracking
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POROTHERM
IN
DEPTH

POROTHERM is
absolutely green.
Here are some of
the reasons why...

Sustainable
• All European codes for sustainable homes
levels can be achieved with POROTHERM
- with New Zealand’s wetter climate - an
even better reason to use clay
• 30% of materials from alternative, recycled
or secondary sources (MARSS)

• Less embodied energy due to lower firing
temperatures
• R 1.0 up to 5.4 allows thermal design in all
New Zealand climate zones without the
need for strapping and lining

• Life expectancy of more than 150 years
and blocks recyclable at end-of- life

• Increased building fabric efficiency,
greatly reducing the need for heating &
cooling

• A+ BRE Green Guide rating in external
walls

• Excellent thermal mass – perfect for
Passive Solar Design - PSD

• EPD – Environmental Product Declaration
accredited

• CERAM-tested
weather-tightness,
maximised through a lime based or
insulated cork plaster or mineral paint
system

• European
designed
lime
plaster
systems specifically designed for use
on the POROTHERM system ensures
full breathability of external walls whilst
maintaining a moisture resistant exterior
envelope. Mineral paints & lime based
plasters can also be applied to retain pure
indoor air quality. All applicators must be
approved and licensed by StellariaNZ Ltd
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Energy Efficient

Water-efficient
• 95% less water used during construction
• Work is less reliant on the local water
supply
• Cleaner wall construction
• Dryer work site

Waste-efficient
• Maximum build volume for minimum
material usage
• Typically 2% waste provision for blocks
onsite
• Mortar can be mixed in small quantities
local to laying and applied sparingly,
reducing wastage
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the
porotherm
core
range

DIMENSIONS
WxLxH
(mm)

QTY P/
PALLET

UNIT WEIGHT
(KG)

Average
quantity
per m

R-Value

POROTHERM
R25 Th+

500 x 250 x 249

32

20.6

8.0/m²

1.71

POROTHERM
R25

500 x 250 x 249

32

20.6

8.0/m²

1.02

Low block R25

500 x 250 x 189

40

16.0

10.58/m²

1.02

Column R25

500 x 250 x 249

32

16.3

8.0/m²

1.02

Rebate R25

500 x 250 x 249

32

20.0

8.0/m²

1.02

Bond Beam Lintel
R25

500 x 250 x 249

32

18.0

8.0/m²

1.02
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DIMENSIONS
WxLxH
(mm)

QTY P/
PALLET

UNIT WEIGHT
(KG)

Average
quantity per m²

R-Value

POROTHERM GF
R15

500 x 150 x 299

36

17.0

6.6/m²

0.71

POROTHERM R15

500 x 150 x 249

48

14.2

8.0/m²

0.71

Low block R15

500 x 150 x 189

40

10.2

10.6/m²

0.71

Column R15

500 x 150 x 190

48

7.8

9.34/m²

0.71

Bond Beam Lintel
R15

500 x 150 x 190

60

7.8

10.5/m²

0.71

425x249x248

32

17.1

16/m²

5.4

500x100x249mm

120

10.1

8/m²

0.2

LR42 Th+

Cloisobric R10
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POROTHERM
in use

Assembly methods
for POROTHERM
are easy to
understand, the
blocks can be laid
extremely quickly to
achieve a strong and
accurate structure.

To get the best use from the POROTHERM
system, it’s important to understand the tools
and materials that define the process:
1.

The mortar is a mix of fine-ground
sand, cement and other ingredients
specific to POROTHERM use
•
Mixed locally to laying, it allows for
1mm joints which still achieve full
strength after 24 hours
•

•
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Unlike traditional mortar, which
is often limited to use only when
the temperature exceeds 3°C,
POROTHERM mortar is able to be
used from 0°C, allowing builders to
minimise weather related delays
Each 15kg pack requires just 3.6 litres
of water and will lay 1 pallet of blocks
when applied by roller applicator

2.

A Roller Applicator used to apply the
mortar allows for the swift and simple
creation of true 1mm bed joints.
•
Coloured
Lime
Plasters
manufactured in New Zealand or
imported specifically from Europe
for the POROTHERM BLOCK is made
from sand and lime using the latest
European technology and provides
consistently high-quality lime plaster.
•

Stellaria has partnered with NuAge Naturecote, Sto and Baumit to
provide plaster solutions & client
options

•

Non-toxic, stable and breathable
– the lime plasters contributes to a
clean, healthy indoor air quality

•

Controls the relative humidity in a
room. The high pH of lime plaster
& mineral paint naturally prevents
mould, mildew & fungus growth

FIXTURES
AND
ACCESSORIES

A wide variety of fixtures and accessories are available for use with
POROTHERM, some specifically created to work with the system (in
conjunction with our industry-leading partners) and others available
as standard items.
Wall Ties

Lintels

Fixings

Because of the thin joints created with
POROTHERM standard ties are not suitable.
However, a range of purpose made, systemcompliant stainless steel ties are widely
available.

Stellaria’s core range of blocks as featured on
pages 12 &13 i.e R25 Th+ commonly used in NZ,
is available with a range of accessory blocks for
ease of construction. Lintel, Portal and smaller
non-load bearing blocks such as the R10 is also
available.

Many off-the-shelf MASONRY fixings are
suitable for use with POROTHERM, covering the
complete range of light to heavy requirements.
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THE METHOD

New Zealand’s first POROTHERM construction underway.

1.

Lay the first course on a 10mm traditional
sand-cement mortar bed
Ensure the first blocks are level, horizontal
in both directions and vertically plumb.
This is the most crucial stage of the process,
as it determines the levelness of each of
the subsequent build storeys, and the
speed and accuracy of the construction as
a whole
Mix mortar according to guideline
quantities – don’t mix more than you need
Apply mortar (mixed close to the build) to
blocks with a roller
Repeat until a precision wall is complete
– up to four times faster than traditional
methods
Block-cutting is fast & straightforward
using a De Walt Alligator masonry saw.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Shown here is the construction of a POROTHERM
150 non-load bearing interior wall.

1

4

2

5

3

6

4
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CONSULTATION
and
technical
support

We have consultants
and NZ case studies
to demonstrate
everything you
need to know to
get the most from
the POROTHERM
system.

Understanding exactly how POROTHERM
works in practice is absolutely vital to
getting the maximum benefit from the
system, which is why Wienerberger and
our consultants do everything they can
to ensure Stellaria NZ Ltd provide the site
training and support ALL contractors need.
On-site support

Technical support

To ensure the POROTHERM aspect of your project
runs smoothly and efficiently from the word go,
we offer on-site consultation right at the start
of your project. A trained POROTHERM mason
will be present on-site when work commences
to offer best practice advice and continuing onsite training to all contractors where required.
Only applicators and installers who are LBP
licensed and approved by Stellaria will be
entitled to install POROTHERM and the plaster
systems. All electrical and plumbing installation
is also overseen by licensed POROHERM installers
approved by Stellaria.

We also provide comprehensive technical
– engineering & design support as well as
installation advice and a library of key component
details.
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The
economic
argument

Amongst the many
benefits the
POROTHERM
system brings, time
and cost-savings are
of major significance.

Speed of laying
A simple measure of productivity highlights the stark contrast between POROTHERM and other
methods – our precision clay blocks can be laid significantly faster.
With no mortar required in the vertical joints, and with each block precision-ground for easy on-site
use, POROTHERM is designed for maximum build efficiency.

Efficiency in the build programme
Although the price per square metre of block-work is comparable to other masonry materials, the
speed and efficiency that the POROTHERM system offers on-site creates substantial savings in virtually
every area, starting with a clear reduction in preliminary costs (block units per square metre 36% less),
and consolidated by reduced labour and mortar costs (due to the virtually dry nature of the system).
• The benefits begin with the foundations – since our blocks are considerably lighter than
concrete, foundation loads are lighter, which means structural, labour and machinery costs can
be reduced
• The increased laying speed means achieving a water-tight shell significantly more quickly,
allowing finishing trades to start work sooner
• With POROTHERM, a project can be built to storey height without the normal need to prop and
back up saving time and expensive propping systems
The ultimate result is a walling system that is able to save both time and money throughout the build
process, without compromising build quality or key sustainability criteria.
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SEE IT
IN
ACTION

The project to build
the new Chaddesley
Corbett Endowed
Primary School,
Worcestershire, had
been a long time
coming.

Project:
Location: Chaddesley
Worcestershire
Developer: A&H Construction
The build, which was first approved in
2004 by Worcester County Council, finally
started in December 2011. Thankfully, due to
clever architectural planning and use of the
POROTHERM system, the project was completed
by November 2012. POROTHERM was used to
build the school’s internal cavity walls, allowing
both Boughton Butler and A&H Construction
greater flexibility and options with other areas
of the build. Ian Butler, Director of Architecture,
Boughton Butler LLP, commented: “Having
tried other clay block systems we recognise

Corbett,

that POROTHERM is a first class product and the
best on the UK market. Boughton Butler specify
POROTHERM clay blocks for more and more
projects as they achieve outstanding thermal
performance combined with crucial thermal
mass. On site the project benefits from the fast
construction, becoming water tight quickly and
facilitating follow-on trades. All this is backed up
with great technical support, fast response times,
operative training and punctual delivery.”
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Curraghmore Stud
is the perfect pilot
project for the
introduction of
POROTHERM solid
clay construction
to the NZ building
industry.

NZ CASE STUDY
Project: Curraghmore Stud - 350 m2
Location: Long Road, Cambridge, NZ
Designer: MacPherson Architecture Ltd
Wienerberger’s first project in New Zealand,
using POROTHERM 25 Th+ and clay Actua
Roof tiles by Wienerberger.
This project was consented by Council within 20
working days. Constructed on a beautiful equine
property just out of Cambridge, POROTHERM is
the perfect choice for the design and landscape
of the property.
Hedgerows and horses compliment the green
ethos of POROTHERM’S solid clay construction
blocks.
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This has been NZ’s first residential project using
Wienerberger clay construction blocks.
The technical knowledge supplied by
Wienerberger to Stellaria NZ was superb and the
walls went up within 3.5 weeks.
The house is solid and permanent and will be
standing for many generations to come. This
is what we love about POROTHERM the most!
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The client brief was
“to create a heavy
lodge construction
with a feeling of
permanence using
sustainable building
materials to be
handed on to our
children.”

NZ CASE STUDY
Project: Ranger Residence 450 m2
Location: Arapuni, Putaruru, NZ
Designer: MacPherson Architecture Ltd
Stellaria NZ 2nd POROTHERM project is situated
on a sheep, beef and cropping farm in South
Waikato. The client brief was to create “a heavy
lodge construction with a feeling of permanence
using sustainable building materials to be
handed on to our children.” The design is based
on the H configuration meaning the entrance
gallery is in the centre with the living and main
bedroom to the left - 3 bedrooms, two bathrooms
with garaging to the right.
The Rangers wanted to create a sense of space
with fully vaulted ceilings and exposed rafters
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over the living and dining/kitchen areas. Handpicked stone, by Deb & Stu Ranger for the external
chimneys and internal fireplace will create a
stunning compliment to the POROTHERM clay
blocks with natural, breathable lime plaster finish
interior and exterior.
The build is going extremely well –the
POROTHERM construction system is fast and
economic with inherent benefits far out-weighing
conventional construction methods. We look
forward to featuring many more POROTHERM
homes for NZ.
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To demonstrate the POROTHERM walling system in action, this project was filmed by a time-lapse camera, providing a quick-fire visual perspective of how the system
helped reduce the overall build time. The video can be viewed on the Wienerberger website: www.wienerberger.co.uk

Clearview
Homes specified
POROTHERM
to speed up
construction of a
new development in
the centre of South
Harrow.
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Project: 50 Unit Apartment Block
Location: South Harrow, London
Contractor: Clearview Homes
The system was used for this structure, going
up one floor per eight days and making the
building ready for roof installation within 10
weeks. Once this structure was erected, external
facing bricks were applied and internal fix began
at the same time – which cut a 15-month build
to around 12 months in total. Clearview Homes’
technical manager, Richard Drury, said speed of
construction was vital for housebuilders during
the recession. He said: “This highly-anticipated
development is in the centre of town where there
is high demand for new, good quality housing. We
believe there will be a lot of interest from buyers
and so were keen to get on with construction
as soon as possible. “POROTHERM offered us
the ability to complete the development three
months earlier than we would normally have done
if we had used another method of construction.
This obviously had implications for the sales cycle

as it allowed us to release the properties onto the
market much sooner than planned.” This was the
second time Clearview Homes used POROTHERM
for the structural internal cavity walls to increase
construction speed. The developer completed
a development of 12 houses at Hadley Gate in
Alexandra Avenue, also in South Harrow, and
shaved two months off the build programme
by utilising the system. “The lessons we learned
from the first project are being brought to bear
on the second. Pre-planning and organisation are
vital in order to make the best use of the system
and really benefit from the speed. It exceeded our
expectations at Hadley Gate and was the obvious
choice for the new scheme,” added Drury.

As a complete building solution, the POROTHERM system offers
properties and efficiencies that can be favourably compared to
virtually every building fabric on the market.

POROTHERM Vs Concrete Masonry
Concrete Masonry including Dense Concrete
Speed of laying

POROTHERM

The laying speed of POROTHERM is up to 4 times that of traditional CONCRETE masonry.
1mm beds, no mortar in vertical joints, blocks interlock mechanically.

Programme
benefits

10mm vertical and perpendicular bed joints. Height capability restricted by
the need to back up with facing brick and insulation after 1.2m.

POROTHERM blocks can be designed to a module depending on the block
size. Due to precision engineered manufacturing, Storey height capability
without the need to back up allows the external envelope to be removed
from the critical path.
Reduced time to a weather-tight shell. The walling system is stable and
rigid with storey height achievable in a working day. Quicker availability for
finishing trades

Mortar

A material cost to the project. Once the wet bed joints are laid the mortar is
slow to set with full strength reached at circa 48hrs.

Circa 95% less water built in. Once applied to the blocks, the bed joint mortar
begins to set within 30 minutes. Significant strength is gained after a matter
of hours with full strength reached at circa 24 hours.
POROTHERM blocks with Wienerbergers specially designed lifting tools are
designed for single hand laying which reduces potential strain injuries.

Safety

The application of mortar introduces the risk of dermal burns etc. Dense
concrete walls with wet mortar beds are not stable when unsupported.

POROTHERM blocks have rounded ends and no sharp corners. Using the
roller applicator to apply the bed joint mortar reduces the risk of skin contact
thus reducing dermal burns etc.
The walling system is stable and rigid with storey height achievable in a
working day.

Strength

Dense blocks are manufactured to a wide range of compressive strengths.

Core Range compressive strengths typically ≥ 10 N/mm2 hence reduced
requirement to keep multiple block types on-site also reducing the risk of the
wrong block being used in the wrong location.
Reduces storage requirements on tight sites.

EXPANSION JOINTS

Typically 5 - 6m centres

Typically 20m centres.

Waste

Typical industry guidelines suggest 40% waste against mortar and 15% waste
against block.

Minimum waste on mortar, typically 2% block wastage. Uses 95 % less water.

Efficiency

Dense concrete blocks provide lower minimal thermal resistance.

Between R1.0 - R5.4 blocks are typically 70% more thermally efficient.

POROTHERM Vs Timber Frame
timber frame

POROTHERM

Fire

Fire rating only created using secondary-supplier add-on noncombustible systems

Thermal mass

With low thermal mass due to 75% of walls built-up with insulation,
timber frame has a reduced capacity to regulate temperature
variations. All direct fixed internal and external cladding creates
thermal leakage - approximately 12.5% per m2.

TOxicity / eco

Boron, LOSP and WCA preservative treatments are toxic to producers,
contractors and end users. Waste to approved municipal waste fills
only.

100% organic and non-toxic. Waste directly into ground.

post completion
shrinkage

Potential for shrinkage cracks due to timbers drying out. All cavity
fixed plaster finished systems subject to expansion/contraction
between timber frame fixing and cladding.

No shrinkage problems occur.

permanence

New Zealand Building Code requires 50 year life expectancy.

150 year + life expectancy.

Non-combustible. Naturally fired to 1200 degrees celcius
Thermal mass and matrix design of solid clay construction block ensures
consistent internal temperature variance within 2 degrees.
With greater thermal mass, POROTHERM regulates temperature variations
through thermal capacity effects to protect against cold in winter and ensure a
comfortable and healthy room in summer. The thermal leakage of POROTHERM
by comparison is 0.000004% per m2.
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Why should home builders use POROTHERM?
Reduce build programmes and save time and money – especially on
multi-plot projects.
• A modern method of a technologically advanced, precisionengineered construction method with the reassuringly traditional
values of thousand year-old clay materials, allowing any range of
classic to contemporary designs to be executed.
• Responsible contribution to the built environment and long term
architectural sustainability.
• Sustainable, 100% natural eco-friendly system with expected lifespan
of over 150 years.
• NO risk of ‘leaky’ toxic buildings when correct installation & plastering
guidelines are strictly followed.
• Virtually NO future design liabilities reducing the risk for Professional
Liability Insurance.
• Stellaria approves all Licensees and installers, including the chosen
plaster system.
• POROTHERM assists in the provision of high performance, wellconstructed multi-storey buildings.
• POROTHERM walls achieve an A+ European Green Guide rating.
• POROTHERM can be used for monolithic and cavity wall construction
and provides an airtight yet breathable solution using a ‘fabric first’
approach.
• A strong, stable, adaptable method of construction that allows
flexibility in the choice of external facades and systems.
• All Codes for Sustainable Homes Levels can be achieved with
POROTHERM.
• Accepted without issue by 5 NZ Councils to date. CodeMark
accreditation currently underway.
• Virtually no shrinkage and minimal need for movement joints
(typically at 20m centres).
• POROTHERM blocks are 70% more thermally efficient than standalone, dense concrete blocks.

• Blocks and components readily available through a national
distribution network.
• Full technical & onsite support & training during all stages of design,
engineering and construction.
• Long life Durability - POROTHERM has a design life of 150 years and
action.

Why should an architect or designer use
POROTHERM?
Stellaria NZ Ltd with WIENERBERGER deliver versatile, high
performance, sustainable walls with full technical support at all
project stages.
• A modern method of construction with the reassuringly traditional
values of clay allowing classic to contemporary designs.
• Sustainable, eco-friendly system with expected lifespan of over 150
years.
• POROTHERM assists in the provision of high performance, wellconstructed multi-storey buildings.
• POROTHERM walls achieve an A+ European Green Guide rating.
• POROTHERM can be used for monolithic and cavity wall construction
and provides an airtight yet breathable solution using a fabric first
approach.
• A strong, stable, adaptable method of construction that allows
flexibility in the choice of external facades and systems.
• All Code for Sustainable Homes Levels can be achieved with
POROTHERM.
• Virtually no shrinkage and minimal need for movement joints
(typically at 20m centres).
• POROTHERM blocks are 70% more thermally efficient than standalone, dense concrete blocks.
• Good thermal mass delivers a comfortable living environment.
• Fully developed system of lintels, wall ties, eco-parge and fixings.

• Good thermal mass delivers a comfortable living environment.

• Blocks and components readily available through a national
distribution network.

• Fully developed system of lintels, wall ties, eco-parge and fixings.

• Full technical support during design and construction.
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Why should main contractors use POROTHERM?

Why should bricklayers use POROTHERM?

Deliver projects efficiently with time and cost savings with full training
and technical support – especially on multi-plot projects..

Increase earnings potential and deliver projects efficiently and safely
in less time.

• Deliver projects efficiently with time and cost savings with full training
and technical support – especially on multi-lot projects.

• Increase earnings potential and deliver projects efficiently and safely
in less time.

• Considerable programme savings possible by significantly reducing
the costs associated with site preliminaries and overheads.

• POROTHERM blocks can be laid much more quickly than traditional
masonry.

• Water-tight envelope in fewer days means finishing trades can start
sooner in the construction timeline.

• Offers the opportunity for bricklayers to compete on speed against
timber frame construction.

• Sustainable, eco-friendly construction system.

• POROTHERM blocks have no sharp edges, designed for single hand
laying, thus reducing the risk of repetitive strain.

• Virtually dry construction with 95% less water than traditional
blockwork.
• Specially designed mortar means building can continue down to
temperatures of 0°C increasing the number of working days available
during the winter months.
• More stable and rigid than traditional masonry construction allowing
single storey height construction in a day, no propping required.
• Provides the opportunity to remove external façade from the critical
path.
• All Codes for Sustainable Homes Levels can be achieved with
POROTHERM.

• Specially designed mortar means building can continue down to
temperatures of 0°C increasing the number of working days available
during the winter months.
• Achieve higher quality blockwork thanks to the precision engineered
blocks and true 1mm bed joints.
• Offers the opportunity for blocklayers to build the wall substrate
without propping.
• No need for installation of bed joint reinforcement.

• Fire resistant at all stages pre, during and post-construction.

• The POROTHERM system is becoming increasingly popular with
developers and main contractors who need subcontractors who are
familiar with the system.

• Virtually no shrinkage and minimal need for expansion joints typically
at 20m centres.

• Movement joints generally not required in walls less than 20 metres
long.

• POROTHERM blocks are lighter than concrete blocks, with no sharp
edges, designed for single hand laying, thus reducing the risk of
repetitive strain

• Cleaner working environment.

• Fully developed system of lintels, portals, wall ties, lime plaster and
fixings.

• Continued support provided on-site and throughout construction.

• Blocks and components readily available through a national
distribution network.

• Blocks and components readily available through a national
distribution network.
• Full technical support during design and construction.
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Frequently Asked Questions
WHAT IS POROTHERM?

POROTHERM is a natural fired, solid clay construction block. It is available
in a range of sizes, complete with accessory blocks, in accordance with the
climatic/thermal requirements for each project and/or region. Solid clay
construction has been the primary building material throughout Europe
for hundreds of years and is now used extensively throughout the world.

WHO IS WIENERBERGER?

Wienerberger, Europe - is the largest company worldwide producing clay
construction blocks, clay roofing tiles, clay facing bricks, clay facing tiles
and clay pavers. Founded in 1819, Wienerberger was publicly listed in 1901.
Wienerberger now exports worldwide with 246 plants in 30 countries and
is the market leader for clay facing bricks, roof tiles and pavers.
Wienerberger stands for high-quality natural clay products, which are
marketed under the brands KORAMIC, POROTHERM, TERCA, PENTER and
ARGETON.
Wienerberger produces roof, wall, façade and paving from pure natural
clay. Brick is one of the oldest building materials in history and therefore
sets a perfect example for the modern concept of sustainable products.
Wienerberger is exemplary for its diverse designs and creations, energyefficient construction and durable quality, holding their value for a
very long time. Building with Wienerberger therefore, represents an
economically and ecologically sound investment in the future.

WHO IS STELLARIA?

Stellaria NZ Ltd is the NZ distributor for all Wienerberger products.

IS POROTHERM SUITABLE FOR SEISMIC ZONES?

Clay construction has been used extensively throughout Europe for
hundreds of years and is now used worldwide in many high seismicity
zones throughout Russia, China & Europe. Rigorous shake table testing
documentation is available to show the extent of tests carried out by
Wienerberger Engineers, meeting the highest Euro standards. This
construction method is extremely strong.

WHAT IS THE R-VALUE?

Wienerberger has developed an extensive range of POROTHERM blocks
to suit all climates and personal requirements for heating & cooling. For
example, POROTHERM LR42 has an R value of 5.4. POROTHERM R36 has
an R value of 4.64. POROTHERM 25Th+ has an R value of 1.7. POROTHERM
R25 has an R value of 1.02. There are many different blocks to suit your
climate and personal preferences – without the need for add-on insulation
systems i.e strapping & lining, direct fix insulation, panel etc.

WHAT IS THE ACOUSTIC VALUE OF POROTHERM?
The acoustic rating for R25 is Rw + C 42.
LR42Th+ is Rw + C 44.

IS POROTHERM WATER-PROOF?

Due to the thermal matrix design of the clay block which is 250mm wide
and kiln fired at temperatures of 1200ºc, water penetration is minimal.
A lime plaster system which is breathable, waterproof and organic - is
applied without the necessity to paint the exterior plaster finish. OR
cladding façade such as brick veneer can be used.

DOES POROTHERM NEED A FLASHING SYSTEM?

Minimal standard masonry flashings if required. No more than CCANZ CP
01: 2014 prescribes. Generally speaking, no.
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WHAT FIRE PROOFING SYSTEM IS REQUIRED?
None. POROTHERM 200 has a F.R.R of 3 hours minimum.

WHAT CLADDING OR PLASTER SYSTEM CAN I USE?

A lime based plaster system and Mineral Paints by Naturecote Nu-Age
NZ, STO or Baumit is stipulated for all POROTHERM structures - being
breathable, organic and waterproof and developed specifically for clay
block construction. Alternatively, veneer bricks or any other approved
cladding can be used over a cavity system is preferred. POROTHERM
ensures no risk of leaking or toxicity.

WHAT HEATING OR COOLING SYSTEM IS REQUIRED FOR A
POROTHERM HOUSE?

Minimal heating and cooling is required, near zero energy or running
costs. POROTHERM has significantly reduced thermal leakage compared
to timber and concrete block construction. Testimonials report heating
bills are dramatically reduced due to the passive nature of this block
system. Perfect for Passive Solar Design.

WHICH BLOCKS DO I NEED FOR MY PROJECT?

Depending on your climatic zone in NZ and personal preference for
thermal retention, the standard block R25 will meet NZ climate zones 1 &
2. The R25 Th+ in zone 3. If you want a warmer or passive home, apartment
or office you can use any of the higher R-value blocks. You will also need
the portal, lintel & rebate blocks. Quantity estimates can be calculated for
you from your finished architectural drawings.

DO I NEED A SPECIALISED BLOCK LAYER?

Yes. Stellaria NZ Ltd ensure POROTHERM is installed by a licensed &
approved blocklayer and builder.

DO I NEED AN ARCHITECT/DESIGNER OR ENGINEER?

Yes. Licensed Architect or Designer to permit drawings. A Chartered
Professional Engineer. Stellaria NZ Ltd can offer recommendations where
required.

HOW EASILY WILL I GET A PERMIT?

Stellaria NZ Ltd’s first case study permit was processed within 20 working
days by Waipa District Council without issue. The 2nd & 3rd case studies
were granted consent within a similar period from South Waikato District
Council and Hamilton District Council.

WHAT NZ CASE STUDIES DO WE HAVE?

Pilot project - Curraghmore Stud project, Long Rd, Cambridge, as featured.
Ranger project, Putaruru as featured.

WHAT MORTAR DO I NEED?

The POROTHERM blocks arrive with the required bags of mortar for your
project and is applied using a specifically designed applicator at 1mm
thickness. Alternatively, your builder can choose to use Dry-Fix – a special
cartridge-applied mortar developed by Wienerberger which is 50% faster
and again, cleaner to use.

HOW MUCH REINFORCING STEEL IS REQUIRED?

Depending on design complexity and the Engineer issuing the Producer
Statement 1, generally x1 D20 reinforcing steel bar is required at 5m
centres and each side of major openings, these being housed in the
POROTHERM portal or column block. Cages comprising 4 D12’s and ties
at 300 centres are required at top bond beam and foundation level. These
are also required at lintels - no further horizontal reinforcing is required.

HOW ARE THE WINDOWS AND DOORS INSTALLED?
Standard masonry fixings and flashings, where required.

HOW ARE THE FIXINGS ATTACHED TO THE WALLS
Standard masonry fixings.

HOW IS THE PLUMBING PIPING & ELECTRICAL CABLING
INSTALLED?

POROTHERM is easily cut by a builder, plumber or electrician using the De
Walt Alligator saw (it cuts like butter) to create the required chasing. This is
a specialised saw developed specifically for cutting clay blocks.

HOW MANY BLOCKS DO I NEED PER SQ/M?

A standard 250 POROTHERM block requires 8 blocks per m2. By
comparison, standard concrete blocks require 12.5 blocks per m2.

WHAT IS THE SPEED OF CONSTRUCTION - HOW MANY
SQ/M PER MAN HOUR TO LAY?

Wienerberger estimate 10 square metres per man hour. In general,
POROTHERM is 4 times faster to lay than traditional concrete building
methods. This will have a huge impact on the end cost to build. Labour
cost is the largest component of costs to any construction company or
builder. POROTHERM significantly reduces this.

WHAT IS THE COMPARATIVE COST TO TIMBER FRAME &
CONCRETE BLOCK?

In conjunction with a Registered Quantity Surveyor, we created a
sq/m finished wall rate to show the comparative costs ranging across
several different construction systems. This is available on our website.
POROTHERM construction is on a par per sq/m with 140mm timber frame
construction with brick veneer cladding. The construction of a timber wall
requires 5 applications (timber frame, insulation, paper, gib board, exterior
cladding). POROTHERM requires two ‘touches’. First, to erect the wall and
second to apply the cladding or plaster.

WHAT IS THE DESIGN AND/OR LIFE EXPECTANCY OF
POROTHERM?

The design life of POROTHERM is 150 years. The life expectancy of the clay
block is many generations…

DOES IT HAVE A GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY?

There is no guarantee required for the blocks. Wienerberger provide
copious information for installation. It is a very simple, fool-proof
construction method.

IS POROTHERM ECO FRIENDLY & SUSTAINABLE?

Yes, absolutely. Totally natural clay construction. The Wienerberger
sustainability story is at the heart of all their operations. To offset the
carbon footprint required to transport from Europe to NZ, Stellaria offer
five native or specimen trees (of your choice) to everyone building with
POROTHERM. We believe this gives something back to the environment
the only element Stellaria NZ takes from the environment – the cost to
ship it here!

HOW MUCH WATER IS REQUIRED FOR CONSTRUCTION?

POROTHERM block construction uses 95% less water when laying
compared to concrete block construction.

HOW MUCH WASTE IS PRODUCED IN CONSTRUCTION?

POROTHERM wastes 45% less than concrete block construction. Any waste
is organic - it can simply be crushed & returned to your garden or lawn.

WHAT CLIMATE ZONE IS BEST SUITED TO POROTHERM?

Any climate. POROTHERM is used in Panama in +45 degree temperatures
and in Russia -45 degrees.

WHAT TECHNICAL OR ON-SITE SUPPORT IS THERE
AVAILABLE FOR MY BUILDER?

Stellaria NZ Ltd is committed to on-going technical and project
management support for all architects/designers or builders specifying
Wienerberger products – on site as well as by phone or email.

WHAT COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD USE POROTHERM?

Wienerberger has 246 plants in 30 countries around the world and exports
worldwide including China, Russia, America and others.

HOW HEAVY ARE THE BLOCKS?

The blocks range from 14.7 – 20kgs each. The benefit being contractors
only have to lift 8 p/sqm as opposed to 12 for concrete construction. In
total, a blocklayer would lift 144kgs p/sqm of POROTHERM and 225 kgs p/
sqm of concrete block. Wienerberger can supply single-hand laying tools
to assist.

WHAT IS THE CARBON FOOTPRINT TO PRODUCE CLAY
CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS?

As part of Wienerberger’s corporate responsibility, Wienerberger are
committed to reducing the CO2 emissions 100% by 2020.

HOW EASY ARE THE BLOCKS TO CUT AND INSTALL?

We recommend your builder purchases a De Walt Alligator saw specifically
designed to cut the clay blocks. Cutting is simple, quick and clean with
minimal waste.

HOW DO I ESTIMATE THE QUANTITY OF BLOCKS
REQUIRED FOR MY PROJECT?

The Stellaria NZ team will help you and/or your architect or builder to
estimate the blocks and quantities you will need for your project. We will
need you to send us your consent plan drawings and will send a quantity
schedule back to you within 7 days. Alternatively, your architect or QS is
easily able to estimate quantities required.

CAN POROTHERM BE USED FOR MULTI-LEVEL OR
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION?

Yes, absolutely. POROTHERM is engineered for apartments and commercial
buildings. Speed of construction, reducing labour costs, reduced heating
and cooling costs is of particular interest to commercial developments
worldwide.

WHAT GREEN RATINGS OR CERTIFICATIONS DOES
POROTHERM HAVE?

POROTHERM is accepted by AFNOR and IKOBK granting thermal
and acoustic certifications. Wienerberger’s sustainability strategy is
recognised by the Global Reporting Initiative and The Global Compact
which ask companies to embrace, support and enact within their sphere
of influence, values in human rights, labour, environment and anticorruption. Wienerberger officially endorsed the principles of corporate
social responsibility by signing the UN Global Compact in 2003.
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STANDARD POROTHERM TECHNICAL DETAILS #1
Stellaria NZ Ltd

PO Box 89 Cambridge, NZ | info@stellaria.co.nz | 07 823 1516
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STANDARD POROTHERM TECHNICAL DETAILS #2
Stellaria NZ Ltd

PO Box 89 Cambridge, NZ | info@stellaria.co.nz | 07 823 1516
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The Stellaria Story – building value…
POROTHERM Clay Blocks are a thousand year old building product matched with modern technology that creates what may just be the perfect building
product for you. Breathable and made with no toxic gases, fast, eco-friendly, thermal mass for heat retention in winter and coolness in summer, and built to
last at least 150 years…
The STELLARIA Story is a response to NZ’s biggest problem; the deterioration of timber frame construction over time.

• POROTHERM Clay Block Construction is a thousand year old European
building method now available in NZ as a state-of-the-art precision
engineered building technology. And it’s affordable…
• Up until now, the only choices in building are concrete masonry,
lightweight concrete and timber – along with a few others such as
rammed earth.
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• Cost is always a major factor when designing & building. For many
reasons, POROTHERM provides a unique construction alternative
to the health & economic costs many New Zealanders are currently
facing.
• By taking the ‘Fabric First’ approach, POROTHERM Clay block
construction is about THERMAL MASS – heating & cooling a building
at near zero energy levels.

It’s about living in a breathable ECO building – no ‘out-gassing’ for 6
months while the formaldehydes and tanalising or insulation chemicals find
their way out…lime plasters & mineral paints provide a perfect complement
to the natural block making the indoor air quality 100% natural & healthy.
No toxins & moulds, ever! It’s about seismic strength & DURABILITY. A
POROTHERM building has a design life of over 150 years and a material life
well beyond that – your life investment is safe. It is design-engineered to
meet the requirements of high seismic zones worldwide.
It’s about Economics – A POROTHERM building will cost only 7-10% more
to construct than a 90mm timber frame wall with a rendered brick veneer
cladding. This is easily off-set by near zero energy and maintenance costs of
POROTHERM. Most builders and home-owners focus on the build cost and
overlook the long-term running costs of a building. Construction speed is 4
times faster than traditional masonry construction. POROTHERM clay block
construction is perfect for inter-tenancy walls, multi-level & commercial
construction. Maintenance is minimal.
It’s about caring for our environment – it uses 95% less water and has
45% less waste on site and is comprised of up to 30% MARSS – materials
from alternative, recycled & secondary sources. The clay block is low
embodied energy; even to get it to NZ from Europe, the manufacturing
ethics of Wienerberger means the cost to the environment still out-performs
traditional construction materials produced locally. Sustainability is at the
heart of all Wienerberger’s operations.
Building with POROTHERM is simple & fast. No complicated cavity or design

systems, no co-ordination of contractors to site – just blocks & plaster (or
cladding of your choice) being the ‘fabric’ of the building. The zero-plus
mortar goes on easily with a roller applicator. Portal blocks need a rod of D20
reinforcing steel at 5m centres poured with concrete. Lintel blocks form the
openings.
Licensed blocklayers are qualified to work with this system and Stellaria
has chosen to work with specific regional partners across NZ to ensure all
blocklayers are LBP accredited with a proven track record to correctly install
POROTHERM. Stellaria recommends only a few specific plaster companies
with a worldwide reputation & proven, long term record for the plaster finish.
Living with POROTHERM is an e4 journey – emotion, environment, energy &
economics. The emotion of knowing your home or your investment is 100%
natural & pure. You know your family’s health is not at risk from toxic moulds
and respiratory conditions – sadly, very common in NZ.
The environment is not impacted by the manufacture of clay blocks and any
waste material can be safely returned to the land – no tantalised timber or
polystyrene in the landfill, just regenerative clay – cradle to cradle. Energy
consumption is minimal. The sheer thermal mass and thermometric
regulation of the block means your home is perfect for Passive Solar Design
– it can retain a temperate 20 degrees year round when designed correctly.
With increasing capital value due to its masonry componentry, your
investment is safe, durable and will outlast many generations. You and your
family are 100% protected. It all makes common, down-to-earth good sense
really…

Established 2014 in NZ by Chris & Robyn MacPherson of MacPherson Architecture Ltd, Cambridge NZ…’we have been designing residential homes & some
commercial buildings for over 20 years and we’re passionate about ECO architecture, sustainability & durability in the built environment. Frustrated by the
limited choice of building materials and appalled by the condition of some of NZ’s housing, we wanted to help find a solution. So we partnered with the
largest construction clay producing company worldwide, Wienerberger, to offer real building solutions to NZ architecture & building’. Founded in 1819 as an
Austrian brick manufacturer, Wienerberger has developed into an international building materials group.
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Complete Building Solutions

Clay Construction Blocks

Clay Facing Bricks

Clay Roof Tiles

Clay Pavers

Clay Facing Tiles

Wienerberger as well as its directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives disclaim any responsibility, express or implied, for the accuracy or completeness of the information contained
in this brochure or its suitability for a certain purpose. This brochure does not constitute a complete description of all articles manufactured and distributed by Wienerberger and cannot contain all
relevant information for their use. All products, components, methods etc. described herein are subject to continuous technical development and may therefore be modified by Wienerberger without
further notice. Such modification may cause the information herein to become partially or entirely inapplicable. This brochure cannot and does not substitute the client’s own necessary assessment
and evaluation of the items described herein as well as the involvement of professional advice as to planning and construction. This also applies to technical norms applicable to a certain project, which
should be reviewed by qualified consulting engineers and/or architects. In particular, any amendment of the relevant UK legislation (e.g. in the field of construction law and/or technical norms) may
cause the information contained herein to become partially or entirely inapplicable in conjunction with the articles, components or methods described. Wienerberger is not obliged to update any such
information. If and to the extent the brochure contains statements in relation to third party products, such statements are based on Wienerberger’s own experience made under certain circumstances.
Such statements may prove correct or incorrect under different circumstances. Wienerberger shall not be liable for the correctness and completeness of the information, conclusions and predictions
contained in such statements. Any liability of Wienerberger in connection with the products and methods described in this brochure is valid only if and to the extent agreed upon in writing between
Wienerberger and the client, e.g. in the form of a definitive written purchase agreement. If the client chooses to use or process articles or components displayed herein in a way differing from the
methods recommended herein, the client has to obtain Wienerberger’s written approval in order to preserve liability claims, if any.

Stellaria NZ Ltd
Cnr Duke & Empire Streets
Cambridge
New Zealand
T 07 823 1516
M 027 532 6133
E info@stellaria.co.nz
W www.stellaria.co.nz
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